
Please return to: The Italian Car Registry iicar@earthlink.net  Your Name________________________________________________ 
   John  de Boer      
   14090 Beyers Lane     _________________________________________________________ 
  Grass Valley, CA  95949  USA     
        _________________________________________________________ 
ALFA ROMEO RL, 6C1500/6C1750/6C1900/6C2300 (“7th Series 6C”) & 8C2300   Numerical Data Worksheet 
 
Please keep in mind that these cars were hand made over a   Queste macchine sono state fatte a mano per un periodo lungo. 
period of years. It would be unreasonable to expect any    Non si può pensare che un sistema solo di numerazione fu  
system of numeration to be maintained in its entirety for   osservata per tutta la produzione. Potrebbe essere solo il posto 
the full production, especially given the variety of cars    dovè un numero è punzonato qual’è diverso d'un altro. Le modifiche 
built. Subsequent modifications and repairs will have     durante tutti gli anni sono interessante ma possono fare ancora più 
confused things for many cars. Please don't feel obliged    difficile lo studio della numerazione. Forse non è possibile 
to fill in every blank before returning the form. Not all    completere tutti i moduli con l'informazione di ogni macchina. 
the blanks are applicable to all cars. Thanks!    La prego di non preoccuparsi inviare un elenco non tanto completo. Grazie! 
 
From the I.D. plate / Dalla Targhetta d'identificazione          
 
A. TIPO  ____________________________ (generally part of the graphics, but some significant exceptions have been noted) 
      
B. TELAIO / CHASSIS  _____________________  (stamped)   I.D. plate material?  Aluminum / Brass / Other _________________(describe) 
 
C. MOTORE /MOTEUR ______________________  (stamped)   Italian / French / English language (Other? ________________) 
 
 
On the car and its parts / Sulla macchina ed i pezzi … any dates? / qualsiasi data ? 
(Note: Some parts of some cars have been found to be dated. Sometimes those markings can be quite subtle and chemical or physical cleaning can remove all traces.) 
 
AA. Body maker & number? ___________________ (Please read all of the other notations below before assuming you have found a body number.) See also U. below. 
 
B1.  Number stamped at right rear of chassis  ______________  (generally beginning “AR6C” or “AR8C”) and anything else nearby? _________________________ 
   numero punzonato sul telaio sulla parte destra al posteriore 
 
B2.  Number (normally) stamped on left front dumbiron of chassis ________________ but note if there is anything on the right as well or instead. _______________ 
  numero punzonato (normalmente) sulla longherone del telaio sulla sinistra di fronte 
 
B3.  Any other markings on the chassis? Anywhere? __________________________________________________________________________________________ 
  altri numeri o caratteri punzonato in qualsiasi posto sul telaio? 
 
C1.  Engine number actually stamped in the engine and where?   ____________________________________  (all digits/tutte le cifre)(right side of block/lato destro) 
 
C2.  Crankcase number __________________________ (6C = stamped behind the cylinder block / 8C = stamped on left rear (sometimes right rear) engine mount arm) 
 
C3.  Crankshaft _____________________ (Stamped in crankshaft. cannot be seen without disassembly of engine.) 
 
C4.  Intake Manifolds ____________ & ______________ & ____________ (Please list all numbers seen and, particularly if there is a mix, where.) 
 
C5.  Oil pump / pompa dell’oglio _____________________ (Some are numbered. Not all) 
 
C6.  Bonnet hinge number. _____________________ & _______________________ (if there is more than one) 
 
C7.  Other known engine(s), if any, fitted in past ___________________ &  __________________ 
 
D1.  Crankcase assembly number _____________________ (6C = stamped at crankcase/pan parting face, either side) (8C = sometimes inside circle on bottom side) 
 
D2.  Other numbers or marks on crankcase anywhere? ______________ & ______________ & _____________  (machining marks & inspection stamps?) 
 
D3.  Oil sump numbered? _________________________ 
 
D4.  Main bearing caps numbered for more than just location? ___________________ 
 
D5.  Front engine mount numbered? ___________________ 
 
D6.  Other parts numbered? ___________________________________ & _________________________________ & __________________________________ 
 
E1.  Cylinder block(s) numbered? ________________________ & ______________________ & (8C only) assembly number ___________(inside gear chamber) 
 
F1.  Cylinder head(s) numbered? _______________________ & _________________________  
 
F2.  Cylinder head assembly number(s) head: _________  & __________  cam bearing caps: ________  cam bearings: ________  cam cover(s): _________ & _________ 
 
F3.  Markings on cam(s)  Intake: _______________________________________  Exhaust: ________________________________________ 
 
G.  Supercharger numbered ________________________ & __________   Drive gear ratio? _______________________________________ (by count or by engine speed) 
 
H. Carburetor Maker: __________________________  Tipo: ________________________ Serial Number ___________________________ 
 
Please remember, not all numbers will be found for all cars. There are no “wrong” answers here ... as long as you are as accurate and complete as possible. 
 



I.  Gearbox Number: ___________________________  Ratio (stamped) ___________________  Assembly number: __________  Ratio (observed) __________________ 
 
J.  Clutch assembly number:  ___________________________________  &  dimensional/descriptive info: ___________________________________________________ 
 
K.  Steering gearbox number: _________________________________  Ratio: _______________________  Other marks?  ______________________________________ 
 
L.  Front axle number:  ____________________________________  Other marks/characteristics? __________________________________________________________ 
 
M.  Rear axle housing / Ponte posteriore: ___________________________________ 
  
N.  Ring & pinion gear carrier / gruppo blocco porta coppia conica: ____________________   ratio/rapporto (stamped):  ________________ (observed) _______________ 
 
O. radiator / radiatore acqua  (Cottino?) _________________________________________________________ (any markings) 
 
P. ignition / accensione   original  ___________________________  fitted with/montata con ___________________ 
 
T. numbers stamped on firewall _______________  (in firewall) _______________ (on plate?) 
 
U. bodymaker / Carrozzata da  ____________________________  (Rebodied completely or partially by _____________________ ? When? ____________) 
 
V. body number / numero della carrozzeria  _______________  (found where?) _____________________________________________________________ 
 
W. wheelbase / passo ________________  
 
X.Y.Z. 
If you have found any other numbers scratched or stamped anywhere, or any other unusual details, please make a note of them and 
their locations.  
 
Note that, because there were several numbering systems employed throughout each of these cars,  
and because many subsequent repairs and “team” use mixed things around for many cars ... 
It is not normal to find “numbers matching” for most of the parts of these cars. 
If you try to find “numbers matching”, you will ver y likely be disappointed! 
And .... mixed parts can often imply or impart more history than might be inferred from “simpler” situ ations. 
 
 
Please use theanother page to make a note of any previous owners, dates of ownership, and license plates/registration number plates fitted.  
Per favore, scrive sul lato indietro ogni nome di proprietari, le date di proprieta, e targhe portate dalla macchina. 
 
  Notes to help you in the search for numbers on your Alfa Romeo   Notizie per assistere alla caccia dei numeri sulla sua Alfa 
  6C2300/6C2500 and help communcate that information (and avoid   Romeo 6C2300/6C2500 e communicare quell'informazione (ed 
  misunderstandings).       evitare communicazioni falsi). 
 
  Please ... Double-check all numbers you record and include any letters as well. 
 
  Please ... Double-check that the numbers on the chassis and engine are  La prego di controllare bene ogni cifra. 
  the same as those given on the ID plate. If they are not, please note the difference. 
 
  Please ... Write down all digits, letters and characters in any number.  La prego di notore tutte le cifre e caratteri trovati. 
 
  If there is an unusual font style to a number, try to record the characteristic  Se ce qualcosa particolare nella forma, tenta di notarla. 
  style for at least a digit or two. Or take a photo. 
 
  When you find a number on a chassis, engine or other part, take another look  Controllare bene vicino ad ogni numero trovato per identificare 
  for other numbers, possibly in a very different style and type of marking.  altri numeri che possono “elaborare” l’informazione. 
 
  Although there are inconsistencies in some numbering systems, they can still tell us 
  some interesting things if we collect enough information to be relatively convinced of  
  the meaning of the numbers that we do have. Sometimes, we simply learn that it is  
  important to pay very little attention to certain numbers. Without collecting them, we’ll 
  never know which are important and which are not. 
 
  Additionally, some parts were sometimes made of a magnesium alloy that was called   Alcune volte, alcuni pezzi eranno costruiti in materiali 
  “Elektron” or “Electron”. If you notice some parts in a darker gray color, those parts might diversi di “normale”. Si puo trovare aluminio invece di 
  be either magnesium or the alloy. This might imply racing intent (for the part anyway)   acciaio oppure una lega di magnesio invece di aluminio. 
  but sometimes they were fitted simply because that was the part that was readily available 
  at the time. Some parts have been swapped from car to car, as well. 
 
Some of this information is “Easy” to find. Some is not.    Alcune notizie richiesti sono “facile” da trovare. Alcune “no”. 
There is nothing wrong with gathering the “Easy” information first and sending it along now. Al inizio, sono lieto di avere solo quello che e facile. 
We can worry about the “not-so-easy” information at a later date.   Possiamo lavorare con calma per tutto il resto. 
 
Note: Some of the differences and similarities will be easier to understand after perusing the 
appropriate sections of Angela Cherrett’s very informative books on the 6C and 8C as well as 
Simon Moore’s  magnificent books on the 8C2900 and 8C2300 that go into more detail and  
show different examples. 
 
Note: Other forms are available for 8C2900 and “2nd Series” (and later) 6C2300 and 6C2500 cars. Sono anche schede diverse per altri modelli. 
iicar@earthlink.net  
 



 
Detailed (*) Instructions on where to look and what you might expect to find in the way of numbers on your Alfa Romeo 6C1500, 6C1750, 8C2300 or early 6C2300. 
(* very likely “Incomplete Instructions” should be pat of this title!) 
 
Note: It is possible to get too carried away with and caught up in the minutiae of these details. Some of them are truly significant and some probably not. Without doing 
some more study, we will never know one way or another how important or non-important these kinds of details really are. Suffice it to say that there are enough exceptions 
to almost any “rule” observed so far that we must resist being too pedantic about the actual significance of any particular detail. 
The numbers and instructions listed here are based on certain expectations that are the result of having looked at numerous examples. That does not mean that your car will 
not provide yet another example that I’ve either not encountered or have simply failed to note. Whatever you find, I would like to know about it. Photos help tremendously! 
 
 
A., B., & C. are taken directly from the chassis ID plate. If you know your ID plate has been replaced during a restoration, please make a note of that. 
If your old ID plate is removable, or has been removed, you should have a look at the reverse side of it to see if anything has been marked on it. 
There are no expectations to find anything, but it has happened on other cars, so I would always try to look … if no potential damage is to be done or if it is off anyway. 
Some ID plates were made from aluminum and have fairly deep photo-etching. Some are brass. Some have variations in the wording. Some (more recent?) have less relief or no 
relief to the artwork. In a few cases, particularly with later race cars, it seems that Alfa Romeo modified “standard” ID plates with new designations rather than creating a new 
ID plate for just a few cars. A photo or two of the actual ID plate is always welcome! Preferably, a close-up showing detail and another showing the location where it is fitted on 
the car. 
 
 
AA. The body number is different from car to car and the kind of number is often different from body maker to body maker. There is a lot of inconsistency here and not all body 
makers used numbering systems. There is the possibility of confusing other numbers with body numbers, so it is best to find the body number in more than one location to be 
sure that it truly is a body number. Coachbuilders known to have used numbering systems include Alfa Romeo, Bertone, Pinin Farina, Stabilimenti Farina, Touring and Zagato. 
Numbers can appear stamped or scratched on any body part, usually hidden from view on only casual inspection, but there are exceptions. Touring often (but not always) affixed 
a Touring ID plate. Touring bodies also tend to be a bit more profusely numbered than those from some other coachbuilders, but there are exceptions. One 8C I’ve seen has 
numbers all over it. Another, slightly later, possibly because it has probably been partially rebodied, had the only obvious number hidden away inside a door on the triangulating 
framework. The spare tire carrier castings are sometimes numbered. This number, when it appears, does not always reflect the body number. For Touring, the license plate 
bracket at the rear has been a good location on some cars. For Zagato, there is a bit more uncertainty. The bottom sides of the alloy floor panels, if original, often have the 
number scratched or painted on them. Numbers can sometimes be found stamped on the hidden edges of doors or access panel openings and can sometimes be seen simply by 
opening the door or access panel and looking carefully at or through the paint. More than any other coachbuilder, Zagato cars have been repaired and copied, so many “Zagato” 
bodies today do not carry panels that were actually made by Zagato, so those cars can be frustrating to expectations and hopes. One car that I saw that was reputedly 
“Stabilimenti Farina” has subsequently been identified as “Pinin Farina”. It’s number was fairly easy to find without removing any panels. Door latch parts can have body 
numbers or individual part numbers on them, so a door latch mechanism by itself cannot be presumed to establish a body number with any certainty. As noted below under C6 
and indirectly under C2, the bonnet hinge can often have a number stamped on it that is not a body number. But, there is also the possibility of a body number. On one 8C 
Monza, the little tunnel cover over the front portion of the torque tube was numbered. At the time, and still today, I believe that it was likely a recycled part from an earlier car 
that had a body number, but it may signify that Brianza also had a numbering system, since the car was supposedly originally bodied by Brianza? 
 
 
B1. Although it should be “normal” to find a number stamped at the right rear, this is not always the case. And, sometimes there are test-stampings to be found near the number. 
The number can be hidden by body panels and/or shock mounts and/or bracketry. Sometimes part of the number has been drilled through in order to attach some component. 
Sometimes there can be another stamping of the number nearby in a location that is more visible than the original once the body and all the other parts are fitted. 
Again, sometimes there is no substitute for a photo to illustrate the uniqueness or “normality” of how your chassis is marked. Sometimes the area where the number appears is 
“clean” and sometimes it looks like somebody has done some filing and/or grinding. Both characteristics can be seemingly original. The font style of the number stamps used 
vary from car to car, but there are some that are more “typical” than others. Again, a photo is desirable, sometimes different lighting can show up additional detail that only one 
photo with “direct” lighting does not show. I recall sitting on an airplane on my way to Italy and opening a packet of hastily taken photos of an engine. I did not notice it in 
person, but in the photo, an earlier engine number stamping was quite clearly visible. Lighting can be very important to see all that we’d like to see! 
 
 
B2. Again, this is a “normal” expected location, but sometimes the number is either removed or obliterated, most likely because some officious inspector was confused by the 
appearance of a second number on the chassis. On some cars, the number was likely removed when a wheelbase change was effected, most notably in the conversion from 
“short” chassis 8C to “Monza” configuration. On a few cars, the number was not stamped and I can only believe that it was originally marked in a rather temporary fashion. 
On certain occasions, people have repeated the chassis number either next to the frame number, or have replaced the frame number with the frame number. On a few occasions, 
the chassis number has been repeated on the right front frame horn or “dumbiron” (see B3). 
 
 
B3. Although other numbers on the chassis are not really an expectation, it does happen. They can be (what appear to be) test stampings or repeats of the chassis/engine number 
in various locations, most often at the right rear in a more visible location than the original, sometimes near one of the engine mounts, sometimes on one of the front dumbirons. 
Additionally, it is possible to find trace of a number change or even additional numbers stamped by Alfa Romeo or Scuderia Ferrari or by an office of the Italian “Ufficio di 
Motorizzazione” an Automobile club or a DMV office in any state. These numbers, although unexpected, are leads to additional history, so they can be very good clues to 
follow. 
 
 
C1. There is a “typical” way in which engines were numbered by Alfa Romeo. Actual engines inspected teach us that there are variations in how things were actually done. 
Some engines were replaced at the factory, either before delivery, or shortly after delivery. Sometimes, the replacement was made some years later. And, when it was done years 
later, I believe they did not always follow their own normal procedures from earlier days. Although this makes the car technically “non-numbers-matching” today, and can make 
for some unexpected characteristic details, this is also a very good clue to early history even though we may never be able to identify  some of the specifics precisely. But you 
never know if you don’t acknowledge the possibilities and then consider them. Sometimes the replacements were numbered the same as the originals and sometimes not. 
Sometimes they were inspected and marked by entities outside of Alfa Romeo, much as the chassis can be. Again, we do not expect to find variances from “normal”, but enough 
variances have been seen that they are not particularly bothersome by themselves. For the 6C1500 and 6C1750, the engine number has been found to be “typically” stamped on 
the right side of the crankcase towards the front, but not generally “at” the front. There are exceptions. Ideally, a photograph showing the number and location is desired, but a 
description is also welcome. For the 8C2300, the engine number is typically stamped on the left rear of the crankcase for very early cars and on the right side near the steering 
box mount for the remainder. Again, there are exceptions. Photos will help show if your car is “normal” or an exception. With enough data, we may even be able to determine 
when certain changes in procedure actually took place. One 6C I’ve seem has “GE” stamped in front of and after the engine number indicating that the number was considered a 
“Numero d’Ufficio” by the Genova motoring authorities. It may (quite likely) even have been stamped by the Ufficio di Motorizzazione in Genova. On other cars, similar kinds 
of numbers have been found on chassis and engines from other builders and by different motoring authorities. This possible “unusual” numbering characteristic is not unique to 
Alfa Romeo or even to Italian authorities. 
 
 



C2. Alfa Romeo 6C1500 and 1750 engines are typically numbered  with a crankcase number at the rear of the crankcase just behind the cylinder block. This number was 
assigned during initial assembly, long before the chassis/engine number was assigned to the car. Normally, the last four digits of the crankcase were used as a “scocca” number 
for the remainder of the car until the chassis number was assigned. If other parts of the car are still original to the car, It can be very good evidence of the probable originality (or 
not) of the other parts of the car to the car itself. Obviously, it is quite possible that “earlier” parts could be used in the assembly of a car, but it is highly unlikely that “later” 
parts would have been part of the “as originally delivered” state of the car. Again, these are clues to history as well as originality, but no piece of “evidence” can truly stand on 
its own without additional information. For the 8C, all the above comments apply except that the location of the crankcase number is generally (but not always) on the opposite 
side engine mount arm from the engine number. Again, there is the possibility of additional numbers (see D2 below), most often reflecting the kind that are mentioned under B3 
above. Additionally, there is the possibility of one or more numbers stamped by machine shops. On a few occasions, some crankcase numbers were removed, probably (as with 
the frame number on occasion) to remove confusion when the cars were being inspected by bureaucrats. On a very few occasions, it appears that certain replacement crankcases 
were very likely not given crankcase numbers. On the 6C1750, there are some machining tolerance numbers to be found sometimes under the typical mount location of the 
ignition coil on the left side engine bearer / mount arm. Also, there was a British engine/machine shop that worked on many (mostly racing?) car engines that typically put their 
own number (usually four digits) in fairly conspicuous locations on some Alfa Romeo and Maserati engines seen to date. Probably other marques as well. 
 
C3. On the 6C, this requires disassembly of the engine, normally requiring removal from the chassis, to find the number. On the 8C, it is generally is much easier to drop the oil 
sump while the engine remains in the chassis. In neither case would I suggest searching for the number without having another reason to venture inside the engine. Typically, if 
originally paired, the crankshaft number will match the crankcase number. After all these years, it is no surprise when they do not. Again, this kind of match or mismatch can be 
a clue to history. 
 
C4. The manifolds in the 6C1750 were typically numbered with the last two digits of the supercharger number and that number was also typically stamped at the right front of 
the crankcase near where the blower was mounted. In many cases, the last two digits were the same as the crankcase number, so that may be the actual original source of this 
assembly number. For the 8C, it seems that the manifolds were generally marked with the last digit or two of the crankcase number when original. So much mixing of parts has 
gone on with these cars and engines that it is hard to be certain, but this seems to be “normal”. That’s not to say that there were no exceptions, nor that there wasn’t a change in 
procedure somewhere along the way. Still, it is important to recognize that these numbers were assembly tools for the mechanics and they could have easily used letters as easily 
as numbers ... but did not. 
 
C5. On the 8C, there is often a number on the oil pump. Sometimes it matches the number described by D1 below. Sometimes there is none. Don’t know about the 6C. 
 
C6. If the bonnet hinge parts are those that were supplied by Alfa Romeo (generally with the bonnet panels as well) then the (usually front left) of the bonnet hinge oftentimes 
has a three or four digit number that reflects the last digits of the crankcase number. As I noted above, this was known as a “scocca” (platform) number and was assigned in most 
cases before a chassis number had been assigned. Not all coachbuilders used the Alfa Romeo parts and there actually is no reason to believe that Alfa Romeo always supplied 
chassis with those parts attached. Still, if the number is there, it has been used as a probable indicator of the originality (or the early replacement) of the pairing of engine and 
bonnet parts. In addition to this number, it is possible that there will be a body number that was assigned by the actual coachbuilder once they customized the panels to fit the 
body. Sometimes there will be additional assembly marks. 
 
C7. Sometimes, a part of a car’s history involves known engine swaps. These can be replacements of similar engines from other cars or something completely unrelated. Again, 
those are clues to a car’s history. Although it may be tempting to try to forget that your car was ever modified, you may be missing out on some really interesting tidbit that will 
come your way if you use that information as part of a “magnet” to learn more about the car’s travels from the past until today. Since some DMV offices (notably California and 
many South American countries) often used the engine number as the VIN, you might have a chance of finding history based on the engine number rather than the chassis.  
 
 
D1. On the 8C, I’ve noted that there is an additional assembly number that may have come before the crankcase number. Or it may have been simply a “bottom of the engine” 
assembly number. It can appear on the bottom of the crankcase and the oil sump and the oil pump (perhaps the water pump as well?) and is generally repeated on and next to the 
dynamo/magneto drive gear cover on the left side of the engine. On the bottom side of the crankcase, the number is often quite large and placed inside a circle. The 6C cars 
usually have a pair of numbers stamped at the parting faces between the crankcase and the oil sump, generally on the right side. 
 
D2. As noted above under C2, C4 and D1, there are sometimes other “normal” numbers to be found as well as the unexpected or occasionally found number. There can also be 
inspection stamps that were placed on various parts, including engine castings during casting, machining and final fitting operations. The specific significance is not known for 
each of the marks, but they do help us determine if a part is “probably old” or may be more recently made as a replacement/repair part. 
 
D3. Already partially discussed under D1, this simply seeks to establish the number(s) actually stamped in the oil sump without bias as to whether they match any other number 
found on the engine. 
 
D4. This number, as with the crankshaft (C3), requires disassembly of the bottom end of the engine to identify. Again, it is not worth doing it just to get the number alone. 
 
D5. On the 8C, there is a separate (normally an alloy casting) piece that the engine uses to attach to the chassis at the front. Sometimes that part is numbered. On the 6C, I do not 
know if there is any numbering to be found on the front mount parts, either for supercharged cars or non-supercharged cars. 
 
D6. There may be other parts that are numbered. Also, some parts that are mentioned above have part numbers cast into them. All of these numbers can be interesting. 
Sometimes, an updated or improved part may be reflected by a part number that is different from that found on other similar cars. 
 
 
E1. On 8C engines, there is usually a number (perhaps with a letter as part of it?) stamped on each block of four cylinders. This number is usually stamped on the front of the 
front and the rear of the rear, so can be very difficult to see when the engine is in the car. There is also the chance of an assembly number stamped inside, around the gear drive 
area, but this requires removal of the cylinder head to find. So, it is not a casual thing to go in search of. Still, if you happen to be there anyway, please make a note of it. I have 
not noted any numbers on 6C blocks themselves, but would not be surprised to find one. 
 
 
F1. On 6C engines, there is usually a cylinder head number at the rear, stamped on or near the tower drive portion of the casting. It is difficult to see without removing the 
floorboards or removal of the engine, and possibly some paint as well. The number can sometimes be found repeated inside the alloy cover at the rear of the cylinder head, on the 
cam covers (internally?) and maybe on the cams as well. On 8C engines, the numbers are usually stamped on top of the saddle area at the extreme front of the front cylinder head 
and the extreme rear of the rear. These are individual numbers (also sometimes with letters) and should not match front to rear, although they will likely be “close”. Another 
number can normally be found internally and this number will often match numbers stamped in the cam covers, possibly the cams as well as bearing caps, etc. These numbers 
were probably significant only during assembly, but they are of potential interest if enough can be collected to make sense of them. 
 
F2. Covered under F1 above. 
 
F3. Covered under F1 above. 
 



G. The supercharger of the 6C is numbered at the front, so requires either a mirror or removal of the supercharger or radiator to see. At least one replacement supercharger (in 
period) has been seen that was not numbered. As noted under C4 above, the spacer pieces and manifolds are often numbered with the last digit or two of the supercharger 
number. On the 8C, the supercharger is numbered independently and (in most cases) that number appears to not have been used for the drive parts or the manifolds. The small 
supercharger of the early 6C cars had sped up blower drives and there is the potential for having different ratios even though the catalogued ratio was nominally 1.538 to 1. 
Perhaps the same with the 8C where the normal ratio was 1.428 to 1? It is likely that stories of “sped-up blowers” is mostly legendary, but there is often some basis for legend. 
 
H. Carburetors were “normally” (most commonly) supplied by Memini, but Weber and Solex also made applicable versions that might be considered “original” for some cars. 
Each carburetor maker had “standard” offerings and some had very interesting variants. Memini, for example, had a standard (36) DOA that seems most common on the 
supercharged 4th Series cars and later, but there is a version with an extra float bowl chamber area that was supplied for some cars that were probably intended more for racing 
use. See Angela Cherrett’s 6C book for a photo on page 121. I am not yet aware of any markings that typically show the variations by looking only at a tipo or size designation 
which seems to be often lacking on the carburetor itself. There appears to be a unified serial numbering system employed and the identification of any specific characteristics 
tied to the serial number may reveal batches of carburetors that were of one characteristic style. Or not. In the 8C, there were two versions of carburetor called SI36 and SI42 that 
might be considered “normal”, but there was also a version of the SI42 that had a “P” inconsistently placed with the Tipo designation signifying that it had the addition of an 
accelerator pump. There are other variations including SI 38. Plus, the occasional Weber or even Solex may have been from new or almost new. In later years, sometimes not 
much later, some cars were converted with S.U. carburetors and perhaps others as well. Such conversions are often historic and can be useful to imply certain histories. 
 
I. The gearbox was numbered initially with an assembly number matching the top cover casting to the gearbox housing or case. Then there was a serial number assigned at some 
point. One Elektron (magnesium alloy) case has “M” in front of and after the serial number. I sort of presume that someone was making a note of the fact that it was 
“Magnesio”, but that might be incorrect. The ratio marked near the serial number can give a clue as to the intended use of the car that the gearbox was made for. 
 
J. The clutch pack can be seen fairly well through the inspection hole on 8C cars. For 6C cars, it is necessary to remove the gearbox from the engine to find the clutch number. It 
is possible that there will be more than just a number stamped on the pieces. If so, please make a note of any other characters. 
 
K. The steering box is a good clue to intended use. Part of the clue comes only with disassembly, however. The ratios can imply a certain “quickness” of steering that might be 
applicable only to sports and race cars, but there is also a variation in the out-and-out race cars (Monza, etc) that has a portion of the circular gear cut away to save weight. As 
with other parts of the car, there is the potential of finding inspection stamps and, in some cases, the letters “SS” stamped in the casing. 
 
L. Front axle is normally numbered on the top side, so can be difficult to see depending on the bodywork. There is also the potential for other numbers anywhere on the axle. 
 
M. The rear axle housing, fabricated in steel, is normally numbered on top, so requires a mirror or access through or without the body to see easily. One car has been seen that 
has the axle housing number stamped on the bottom side so that axle was either mistakenly numbered or was turned upside down at some point for a specific reason. 
 
N. The ring and pinion carrier is most commonly cast of aluminum. A few are magnesium. Most are numbered with a serial number and the original ratio. This “record” was 
sometimes cancelled when a new ratio was fitted. Sometimes, there is a different ratio fitted without any indication of it on the carrier unit, indicating it was probably changed 
outside of Alfa Romeo. 
 
O. The radiator was most likely made originally by Radiatori Cottino. They originally carried Cottino plates, each with a serial number of its own. Not surprisingly, many of 
them have been re-cored after all these years and the original plates are sometimes missing. Sometimes there are other plates to be found instead. Those plate can be clues to the 
history. Radiator shops were fond of identifying their work and had “conventions” in how their work was identified. Oftentimes, there is a date code. 
 
P. There is the possibility of an “original” distributor, or perhaps a magneto for racing use or some other replacement. Whatever the parts are, they can be important to identify 
from a functionality standpoint as well as potential historic clues. 
 
T. It is not “normal” to find numbers stamped in firewalls, but it has happened, just as there have been unusual extra stampings on some ID plates. 
 
U. Body maker. It is easy to become confused when someone says only “Farina”. If you know that there has been significant bodywork, it may help to know when and by whom. 
 
V. (Also see AA at the top) The body number is important enough to ask for twice. Please check all the other asked-for numbers, particularly those described under C2 and C6 as 
it is possible to get them confused with the body number. It can be helpful to know where the body number was found so that others may know where to look. 
 
W. The wheelbase can be measured fairly accurately with a tape measure. With the wheels pointed straight ahead, measure both side from the center of the knock-off to the 
center of the other on that side. Add the two measurements and divide by two to get the average. That should be pretty close to the actual wheelbase presuming your 
approximations of the hubcap centers was fairly careful. 
 
X.Y.Z.  The hand air pumps for fuel delivery on some 8C cars are numbered.  The wheels are often numbered on the backsides of the wheel center hubs. Sometimes the numbers 
are quite faint. Sometimes there can be dates. Sometimes a splined hub or two or three or four on the chassis is numbered and sometimes with a letter or two as part of the 
number. Perhaps you can see traces of a former race number on or through the paint of the body? This is a catch-all location for any numbers that you identify but which do not 
appear to fall into any of the categories listed above. 
 
There are other numbers that I look for as well. This form is something that I created for my own use as a reminder of what I like to look for when seeing a car or even just some 
parts. My descriptions may not be adequate to your needs. If not, please let me know what is unclear and I will try to clarify. 
 
Again, please remember, not all numbers will be found for all cars. There are no “wrong” answers here ... as long as you are as accurate and complete as possible. 
If you are aware of another characteristic that should be asked for on this form, please make me aware of that detail. 
 
Thank You! 


